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On her last cruise, HMS Vanguard - the most powerful battleship in the Royal Navy - barely survived

her encounter with a deadly new enemy. Now, with her commanding officer accused of everything

from mutiny to dereliction of duty and her crew under a cloud, the Royal Navy doesn't quite know

what to do with her.But thereâ€™s still a war on. And Vanguard must return to the front

lines.Assigned to a task force heading to assist humanityâ€™s alien allies, Vanguard and her crew

find themselves caught in a deadly alien trap. Can they survive to turn the tables on their enigmatic

foe ...... Or will their next encounter with the new enemies be their last?[Like my other self-published

Kindle books, Fear God and Dread Naught is DRM-free. You may reformat it as you choose. There

is a large sample of the text â€“ and my other books â€“ on my site: chrishanger.net. Try before you

buy.]
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Chistopher Nuttall has produced another stellar addition to the Ark Royal series. I love the unique

viewpoint of a far future British space force. When reading Mr. Nuttalls work it is not hard to hear the

characters speaking with a disctict British accent in your mind. The charcters are multidimensional,



the writing is superb as you are swept along with adventures in a future universe of alien species

(really, really alien) that are written with complex backgrounds. This book, like all the others in the

series, is a true page turned. You will cheer for the Brits in space.As this is the 8th book in the

series, I will tell you that you will not be disappointed with the book, whatsoever. Nuttall is a fantastic

writer who gives a unique British perspective on Space Opera, something that has been missing

since Arthur C. Clarke.

On her last cruise, HMS Vanguard - the most powerful battleship in the Royal Navy - barely survived

her encounter with a deadly new enemy. Now, with her commanding officer accused of everything

from mutiny to dereliction of duty and her crew under a cloud, the Royal Navy doesn't quite know

what to do with her.But thereâ€™s still a war on. And Vanguard must return to the front

lines.Assigned to a task force heading to assist humanityâ€™s alien allies, Vanguard and her crew

find themselves caught in a deadly alien trap. Can they survive to turn the tables on their enigmatic

foe ...... Or will their next encounter with the new enemies be their last?I have this entire series and

it does not disappoint. A wild ride from the 1st book to the last.

This book reminds me of several other books better written by David Weber, or Steve White. This

author can write space opera but the space fleet caught behind enemy lines desperately fighting not

to be cut off while damaging the enemy has been done better. A race that is so aggressive it attacks

first - well may be a bit suicidal but as long as they don't run into something bigger, badder I guess it

works. It was fast paced. Slips to four stars from three and a half due to reasonable pricing.

I really enjoy this author and this series. I really appreciate that his books are always reasonably

priced. I will not pay over $5 for a kindle book and he keeps it reasonable. I can afford whatever I

want to read, but it bugs me that books cost so much when it's all electronic now days. No overhead

yet popular authors books are being charged at hardback prices. No middle men so why so

expensive except greed by publishers. Wish I could write a check directly to the author

somehow......

I have been waiting for this book to be published. We see the vanguard and her crew sail out to war

again. But first the issue of her captain had to be sorted. It took Prince Henry to get the admirals to

get their thumbs out of their asses, and see what happened. Young George Fitzwilliams, has been

promoted to first middy. But things don't go as planned for her, she is dropped in deep water from



day one. She gets two new midds from the a academy, and two misfits..

Christopher Nuttall has absolutely nailed this genre. It is a rollicking military sf adventure story. Fast

paced, cracking action scenes and written with a joyful cultural confidence are how I would describe

these books. A Master & Commander adventure set in space..... If you like this I would recommend

that you read Mr Nuttall's wonderful series, Empire's Corp. He is astonishingly, productive and you

never have to wait too long before the next novel.

I have enjoyed all the books in the series so far, and I am looking forward to the next one. While you

don't need to start the series at book one, it is more enjoyable that way. The series is divided up into

3 sub-series so far, each that can stand alone. The books in each sub-series can be read without

reading the others as well, but you will miss some of the references to past events.

I really like this series for a variety of reasons. It gives a lot of insight into how the Royal Navy

operates, it also describes what is needed to be a Captain of a ship. The stories are great, the

characters are well developed and there are a number of intriguing concepts presented. This series

is well worth looking into.
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